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String Basics: Steps to Success for String Orchestra is a comprehensive method for beginning

string classes. Utilizing technical exercises, music from around the world, classical themes by the

masters, and original compositions, students will learn to play their string instruments in an

orchestra. Step-by-step sequences of instruction will prove invaluable as students learn to hold their

instrument and bow, finger new notes, count different rhythms, read music notation, and more.

Clear, full-color photographs and fingering chart diagrams introduce playing positions, bow hold and

bowing, and left hand finger patterns. Duets, rounds, trios, and orchestra arrangements develop

student's ability to play in an ensemble setting right away. Duets are designed to strengthen ear

training and establishing good information. Interactive Practice Studio is a unique and trendsetting

downloadable resource containing a wealth of supporting biographical, historical, and cultural

information; photos, maps, artwork, audio samples, video and more. It's designed with your students

in mind. Fun - Inspiring - Motivating! Video Lessons offer students and teachers a comprehensive,

step-by-step look at concepts taught throughout String Basics. Lessons are taught in a middle

school classroom setting by authors Shade and Wolstenhulme. Lessons show special consideration

for each instrument and one lesson is specially devoted to shifting for the bass. Theory &

Composition offers students hands-on experiences to better understand what they see and hear by

actually learning to notate music and compose simple melodic lines. The Teacher's Edition provides

successful teaching strategies as they pertain to the material introduced throughout String Basics.

The Strategies are divided into two categories: Performance and Musical Understanding. Through

them, guidelines and guide- posts assist towards giving students a comprehensive experience in

orchestra. Also available to teachers is the Interactive Teacher's studio, offering even more helpful

tips and strategies.
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I am a strings teacher and these volumes are fantastic. Each step is so well thought out and

presented! I've learned more about teaching progression than I did in college. They not only provide

you with pieces to perform at your first program, but my students love the music AND the

accompaniment on their computers at home!!

but I expected it to teach me how to tie my shoes. I guess that string isn't basic enough. Sure

seemed to help my kids with their musical abilities though.

Came in when expected. Nice quality. And I could tell that it was brand new. Absolutely no damages

what so ever.

Exactly as expected. Very helpful for the young, aspiring violinist.

The only problem I had was I didn't know what the songs were supposed to sound like while my

daughter was practicing her violin. I was told - that is why I need to learn how to read music!
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